We propose a new form of dimensional reduction that constrains dilatation instead of a component of momentum. It corresponds to replacing toroidal compactification in a Cartesian coordinate with that in the logarithm of the radius. Massive theories in de Sitter or anti de Sitter space are thus produced from massless (scale invariant) theories in one higher space or time dimension. As an example, we derive free massive actions for arbitrary representations of the (anti) de Sitter group in arbitrary dimensions. (Previous general results were restricted to symmetric tensors.) We also discuss generalizations to interactions and gravity.
INTRODUCTION
Consistent generally covariant actions are known to exist only for fields with spin less than or equal to two. However, we know that string theory contains an infinite tower of states with all sorts of higher spin representations. Thus for example, to establish a connection between the superstring theory and the low energy effective field theories (for these higher spin particles) one needs to make progress in understanding higher spin gauge field theories. A natural first step towards this would be to construct gauge invariant actions for fields (of arbitrary representations) in Anti-de Sitter (AdS) background. However, this task has eluded physicists for a long time although progress have been made in specific dimensions and/or for specific representations 3 . AdS is compatible with supersymmetry (see for eg. [1] ) and interacting massless fields can consistently propagate [2] in it. Studying fields (field equations and actions) of arbitrary representations in anti-de Sitter or de Sitter (dS) background is also important in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence [3] .
In this paper we present a simple and elegant solution to this problem in its full generality and then work out some examples. First we obtain the field equations for the field strengths (of gauge fields) of arbitrary representations in (Anti-)de Sitter space-time of arbitrary dimension and then construct their gauge invariant action, both by what we call "radial dimensional reduction" of one higher dimensional flat space-time. Further, we believe that this prescription relates theories in flat spacetime with that of dS or AdS space-time in a much more general sense. The earliest effort in trying to relate theories on dS/AdS space-time with that of flat space-time was by Dirac [4] where he discussed field equations for scalars, vectors and spin half fermions.
Results for massless multiplets in flat space-time [9] were derived using group (conformal) theoretic techniques and first quantized BRST methods. Our efforts to directly apply these procedures for dS/AdS space-time failed and we realised that perhaps we have to invoke extra dimensions to make it work. We therefore set out to try and mimic the construction of massive flat space-time multiplets 4 which were obtained by dimensional reduction of the massless flat space-time multiplets in one higher dimension [10] . At first sight the generalization to the dS/AdS case may appear impossible because we did not have the massless dS/AdS multiplets to begin with. However we know that dS/AdS in say D dimensions can adequately be described as a hypersurface ("sphere") in D+1 dimensional flat space-time with appropriate signature. Thus we can start with a D+1 dimensional flat space-time but instead of dimensionally reducing a flat direction (which would give us the massive flat space-time multiplets) we can reduce the radial coordinate which should then give 3 Bosonic actions for symmetric representations in dS/AdS background have been obtained, first in four dimensions [5] and recently in arbitrary dimensions [6] . A recent paper [7] has also claimed to have obtained the lightcone gauge action for arbitrary massless bosonic representations in five dimensions. The story with fermions is bleaker and till now actions have only been obtained for symmetric massless representations in five dimensions [8] . 4 By the term multiplet we mean a collection of fields which together describe a representation of the relevant symmetry group which in our case is the D dimensional dS/AdS. us dS/AdS. This geometric picture was the basic motivation behind our construction and it works! A more detailed analysis, however, reveals that in order that this procedure work for both field equations and action we need another crucial ingredient, that of scale invariance, and this is where geometry gives way to algebra. For the reduction of the field equations to work we need a generator which commutes not only with the isometry group of the dS/AdS hypersurface but also with the field equations. Fortunately we have such a generator, the dilatation, which is not the same as the radial momentum as one would naively expect but closely related to it. A simple way to reduce actions is to compactify the extra coordinate. If the original action is scale invariant then the various "harmonic modes" (corresponding to the eigenfunctions of the dilatation) decouple from one another to give us separate D dimensional AdS/dS actions corresponding to each mode. Fortunately, the massless flat D+1 dimensional gauge invariant action is also scale invariant. It is clear then that instead of choosing eigenspaces of the radial momentum operator (∼ ∂/∂r) to reduce the Hilbert space (to D dimensions) we have to choose eigenspaces of the dilatation (∼ r∂/∂r). Dilatation now plays the role that the momentum generator in the extra flat direction plays in the usual compactification scheme.
Thus in the comparison between the usual reduction scheme and our scheme, the appropriate analogue of x D , the extra flat coordinate is u = ln(r) and not r. Accordingly, the appropriate "radial compactification" in analogy with the usual "toroidal compactification" will be given by
Through radial dimensional reduction we obtain both the field equations and action for the various field representations. We observe that the fields which start out as representations of SO(D,1) or SO(D-1,2) contains a set of several irreducible representations (irreps.) of SO(D-1,1) or SO(D-1,1) respectively for dS/AdS. Another way of saying this is that massive dS/AdS multiplets contain several irreps. of flat space-time, which corroborates our previous understanding. Of course for some special mass values these multiplets may decouple into smaller multiplets [6, 11] as we shall see in the examples.
In section 1, we explain the procedure of radial dimensional reduction in more detail. In section 2, we obtain the field equations for the field strengths of gauge fields in D dimensional dS/AdS background by dimensional reduction of the D+1 dimensional flat space-time field equations. We also derive the lightcone form of the AdS generators by solving the field equations and imposing the light-cone constraints, and check that it agrees with the already known results [12] . In section 3, we obtain the gauge invariant action (for both fermions and bosons) in dS/AdS background, and in section 4 we work out some simple examples for which results are already known. In section 5 we briefly discuss possible generalizations of radial dimensional reduction to interactions and curved space-time. Finally we conclude by commenting on possible future research.
RADIAL DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION
The Generic Structure: Our starting point will be the results that were derived for massless multiplets in flat space-time which was first obtained for symmetric representations for both bosons [13] and fermions [14] and later on generalised to arbitrary representations [9] using BRST methods. A straightforward attempt to generalise the flat space-time derivation [9] for dS/AdS fails. For example, we can indeed obtain field equations that are invariant under the dS/AdS symmetry group but their algebra does not close. Essentially (after adding sufficient field equations so that the algebra closes) we end up getting the conformal field equations, which describe the conformal multiplets! The failure made us realise that perhaps we have to introduce extra dimensions to make the group theoretic methods work, just as one has to in order to obtain massive multiplets in flat space-time. Let us then investigate the general scheme of dimensional reduction.
Suppose we want to obtain the field equations and action for fields on a D dimensional maximally isometric manifold Ω which can be described as a hypersurface in a D+1 dimensional flat space-time with appropriate signature. Our first objective then is to find field representations of the isometry group (J) of Ω. We can achieve this by dimensional reduction if I. We have a groupĴ isomorphic to the isometry group of Ω with generators {Ĵ i } acting on the D+1 dimensional flat manifold which leave the hypersurface Ω invariant.
This condition implies that the tangent vector (as an operator) which is normal to the hypersurface, say E, commutes with the generators {Ĵ i }. Moreover for a given eigenspace (say H λ ) of E with eigenvalue λ we have a representation ofĴ, the eigenfunctions being given by
This representation ofĴ is still in terms of D+1 dimensional fields but one can easily expand in eigenstates of E, so that we have a one to one mapping between the eigenfunctions of E in H λ and D dimensional functions living on the hypersurface Ω. Hence we now have a representation of J in terms of D dimensional fields on Ω.
Our next task is to find a set F of field equations {F I } for field strengths of the fields. It should satisfy the following requirements:
a. The algebra of F I 's should close.
Now suppose we already have a setF of field equations {F I } for D+1 dimensional field-representations ofĴ. We can perform a dimensional reduction ofF similar to that ofĴ ifF commutes with E as thenF can be defined on the hypersurface Ω. Also, becauseF satisfy (a) and (b) for D+1 dimensional flat space they automatically satisfy them for Ω. (RememberĴ and J has been identified.) Thus we need the following further hypotheses to make the field equations work:
IIA. There should exist a set of field equationsF = {F I } whose algebra closes.
IIB.F should be invariant underĴ, i.e. [F I ,Ĵ i ] ∼F J
IIC.F commutes
5 with E or in other wordsF leaves Ω invariant.
Next we turn our attention to the action. Again, if already we have a gauge invariant action for D+1 dimensional field representations which is also invariant underĴ, then after dimensional reduction we should get an action which is still gauge invariant and "J-invariant". However, for this to be true the partial integrations that we need to perform (to prove gauge invariance for example) should still work, even for eigenfunctions of E which do not necessarily vanish at r = 0, ∞. The most natural way to ensure that the total derivative terms vanish is to compactify the extra coordinate e:
e ≈ e + 2π
Since the original action is invariant under E = ∂/∂e the various harmonic modes decouple in the action and we obtain separate actions for each mode. These modes now live in the D dimensional hypersurface Ω. Note for us e does not have any physical significance (unlike the extra dimensions in Kaluza-Klein reduction) and just serves the mathematical purpose of providing us with actions on Ω and hence for example, the relative or overall co-efficients in front of the various "mode actions" is unimportant. The gauge transformations of the various modes can be easily obtained by harmonic expansion of the original gauge transformation. Thus for the dimensional reduction of the action to work we further need 6 :
III. D+1 dimensional flat gauge invariant action to be invariant under E.
D dimensional dS/AdS space-time:
With the general understanding of how the dimensional reduction works we can now specialise to the case of reducing D+1 dimensional flat space-time with signature (−+...++)/(−+...+−) to D dimensional dS/AdS. In this case the role of e is played by the "radial coordinate" r, or more precisely u ≡ ln(r), while E is the dilatation generator ∆. To make things clear let us choose a particular coordinate system:
5 Actually it turns out that this is a stricter requirement then necessary. Even if E leavesF invariant we can find another suitable setF ′ which will commute with E and satisfies all other requirements. 6 We do not need II for the actions while III is obviously irrelevant for the the field equations.
where y M are the flat D+1 dimensional coordinates with metricη M N . In the metric η = +1 corresponds to dS, while η = −1 corresponds to AdS. To be sure one can easily compute the metric element in this coordinate system:
Clearly the Ω hypersurface has the familiar metric of dS/AdS space-time. As perhaps now one can guess that the role ofĴ will be played by the Lorentz generators of the D+1 dimensional flat space-time. As usual the Lorentz generators have an orbital piece and a spin piece. (In our paper we refer to the spin piece as spin operators, and by "spin-fields" we refer to the fields which are representations of these D+1 dimensional spin operators. The spin value of the spin-fields then corresponds to the Casimir operator S 2 = S AB S AB .) We know thatĴ = SO(D, 1) or SO(D − 1, 2) for η = ±1, and is precisely the isometry group of dS/AdS. These obviously commute with the dilatation ∆ and thus condition (I) is satisfied. To see how the Lorentz generators look after reduction one needs the inverse coordinate transformation:
One can then compute the partial derivatives:
We know the orbital piece (which corresponds to the Killing vector) of the Lorentz generators in terms of y M coordinates:
Then using (5), (6) and (7) we find
One immediately recognises that the orbital pieces of the generators correspond to the Killing vectors for dS/AdS space-time (in the given coordinate system 7 ) as we expected. The Killing symmetry generators associated with the Killing vectors are then uniquely given by
7 In this coordinate system the Killing vectors are given by the orbital piece of J mn , the D dimensional Lorentz rotations, and (P m − 1 2 ηK m ), where P m is the momentum generator and K m the conformal boost.
Clearly these are the dS/AdS symmetry generators and they correspond to the full D+1 dimensional Lorentz generators 8 . Thus we now have a representation of the dS/AdS isometry generators given by (9) . Note that the generators are independent of the radial coordinate, which is as it should be.
The covariant derivative: Now that we know that D dimensional dS/AdS can be described as a "sphere" in D+1 dimensional flat space-time, we can choose an arbitrary coordinate system on the sphere (to keep things covariant on Ω) and proceed to implement the radial dimensional reduction of field equations and actions. Since we are now working in a more general coordinate system, we will need the covariant derivatives instead of the partial derivatives (6) . In this subsection we compute them.
In this more general coordinate system the metric element looks like:
where g mn is now the dS/AdS metric in any arbitrary coordinate system. It is simpler to work in the vielbein formalism. We choose our vielbein and its inverse as follows:
where e m a is the vielbein for dS/AdS space time and the "flat metric" is
The covariant derivative in general is given by
where
BC are the spin connections and M CB are the second quantized spin generators [9] . However instead of using (13) , for the simple vielbein (11) matrix it is easier to compute the covariant derivatives using Weyl transformations which is given by
where W (x M ) is the Weyl gauge parameter. Now consider our case:
Using (14) we then obtain
M is a direct product of the vielbeins for the D dimensional dS/AdS and the one-dimensional "r" space. Thus the covariant derivatives ∇ ′ a are just the covariant derivatives for dS/AdS while ∇ ′ r = r∂/∂r. Then
From now on "hatted" quantities will denote D+1 dimensional objects, while "unhatted" will denote D dimensional objects. Thus we havê
It is also convenient to work with the "Weyl transformed" fields,φ(r, x m ):
where d is the scale dimension for the fields in D+1 dimensions. Then the action of the covariant derivatives on the original fields can be written aŝ
where we define
FIELD EQUATIONS AND LIGHT-CONE GENERATORS
Field Equations for Field strength: We already have field equations in D+1 flat space-time in flat coordinates [9] :
First we covariantize (23) to obtain the equations for flat space-time in a general coordinate system:F
These equations are not only invariant underĴ satisfying (IIA) with a closed algebra (IIB) but also invariant under the scale transformation ∆. However, for the dimensional reduction to work we need them to commute with ∆ (IIC). By multiplying the field equations by appropriate scale factors of "r" this can be achieved and one can easily verify that this scaling does not disturb (IIA) and (IIB). It turns out that the correct field equations 9 are given bŷ
Now to dimensionally reduce these field equations we have to find out how they act on the eigenspace H m where the eigenfunctions satisfy the eigenvalue equation
and hence look likẽ
One can now see how the "field equation operators" look in the D dimensional spacetime Ω from their action on H m :
where F thus obtained is the corresponding "field equation operator" in the D dimensional Ω. Similarly we can get F M fromF M . We now proceed to obtain them explicitly.
Next we evaluate∇
9 One can derive these field equations more directly: Lorentz invariance just implies that the field equations have the right tensor structure. The simplest choice beingF = f (y)
. Then the fact that the algebra should close and that for the dimension reduction to work the field equations must commute with ∆ gives the precise values for the arbitrary functions f (y), f 1 (y) and w(y).
Thus we finally have
where we have used Mφ = −Sφ, the usual relation between the first and second quantized operators. Using the definition of λ we get
Next let us look atF a .F
We are still left withF r .F
The complete set of field equations {F, F a , F r } are then given by (30),(31) and (32). We should mention that although field equations for most massless gauge fields were known for both bosons [15] and fermions [16] , this simple derivation is completely new and we believe that the field equations for the field strength is new, too.
dS vs. AdS and Unitarity: We obtained the field equations (30)-(32) by dimensional reduction of an extra space-like or time-like coordinate corresponding to dS or AdS respectively. It is well known that even in ordinary dimensional reduction of a time-like coordinate we run into tachyons, which render the theory nonunitary. As expected therefore, in the case of AdS when we are reducing the time-like radial coordinate, we encounter tachyons. This is clearer when one tries to obtain the AdS action by the dimensional reduction prescription. We can however circumvent this problem by performing a Wick rotation in the "u" coordinate, which implies for example that instead of using e imu modes we should use e mu (see section 3 for details). For field equations, this essentially means that for AdS we have to replace im by m, but the effect of Wick rotation is more subtle when we deal with actions as we will explain in more detail in the next section. Thus the field equations for AdS look like
For dS the field equations are given by (33)-(35) and all we have to do is to substitute η = 1.
Light-cone Generators for Bosons in AdS: light-cone form of generators is useful for various reasons. Firstly, knowing its form one can apply BRST techniques to obtain the action for the spin gauge fields. This was done successfully for example to derive the flat space-time gauge invariant action [9] . Secondly, even though we have obtained the field equations it is only for the gauge invariant field strengths. However we are usually interested in the physical (gauge) fields. In the light-cone formalism one eliminates the extra degrees of freedom and deals only with the physical fields. For example, the light-cone form of the symmetry generators gives us a representation in terms of only the physical fields. Such an approach might prove especially useful if a consistent covariant formalism is absent (a notable example being the superstring). Finally and most importantly for us, the light-cone form of generators for arbitrary bosonic spin representations has already been worked out for AdS [12] purely from algebraic considerations. We therefore work out the bosonic case for AdS which provides us with a non-trivial check of our results and approach in general.
To describe bosons we can choose ω = 0 which implies
and simplifies the field equations. Thus in AdS we get after minor manipulations and recombinations
and
There are various ways to obtain the light-cone generators. Our approach will be to first impose constraints on the Hilbert space, which removes extra degrees of freedom (gauge degrees). Then we solve the field equations (at the level of operators) which then effectively reduces the big Hilbert space (of field strengths) to the Hilbert space of physical states involving only gauge (physical) fields. To apply this procedure however we have to work in a specific coordinate system. We choose the coordinate system where the AdS vielbein and its inverse looks like 
where m = 0...D − 1 and the coordinates are given by (xṁ, z),ṁ = 0...D − 2 with η zz = 1. In this frame one can compute the field equations (see appendix for details) which after some re-organization and appropriate scalings (by factors of z) are given byF
where A and B are operators given entirely in terms of the spin operators S AB :
where we have introduced the operators (pȧ, kȧ, δ) as linear combinations of the spin operators 10 :
We now go into the light-cone frame where the flat indices further break up intȯ a = i, +, − the usual way; i now represent the transverse directions, i = 1...D − 3. This essentially involves the coordinate transformation
and the metric now is given by
To obtain the physical space we impose the following operator constraints (gauge conditions)
This only changes the operators A and B so that now they contain only the transverse spin operators, effectively reducing the dimension by 2.
where the inner products are now with respect to only the transverse directions. We can now solve the field equations (41)-(43) which yields
Substituting these "constraints" in the symmetry generators one can now obtain their light-cone representation. Here we present the Lorentz generators:
These results coincide exactly with the known results [12] and one can verify this for all other conformal generators in a similar way.
ACTIONS IN dS/AdS SPACE-TIME
Compactification and Wick Rotation: We have so far successfully dimensionally reduced the symmetry generators and field equations from D+1 dimensional flat space-time to D dimensional dS/AdS space-time. We next venture to do the same for the actions. It should perhaps be mentioned that we could have also followed the prescription of obtaining the action from the light-cone form of the Lorentz generators in dS/AdS space-time just as it was done for flat space-time [9] using BRST techniques. However, this would firstly be more cumbersome and secondly give us an answer only in a special (light-cone) coordinate system, which we have to then covariantize. It is simpler and more elegant to obtain the dS/AdS actions by performing the radial dimensional reduction of the action directly, which will also demonstrate the general applicability of the method.
As we mentioned in the earlier sections, we will obtain the dS/AdS gauge invariant actions by compactifying the "u" coordinate. We thus start with the known gauge invariant D+1 dimensional flat space-time action, which is typically of the form
whereÔ is an operator (quadratic in derivatives for bosons, and linear for fermions). This action is invariant under the (infinitesimal) Lorentz transformationŝ
which after compactification translates to invariance under the isometry group of dS/AdS:
The flat action (54) will also in general possess some gauge invariance which is preserved after compactification 11 , the mode gauge transformation laws following from the harmonic expansion of the original gauge field.
It is convenient to view the compactification scheme in two steps. First we perform a Weyl transformation (19) . Then the action looks like D and thus in both cases we have
Now we can apply the usual Kaluza-Klein compactification procedure:
Since at least for the bosons we have the flat space-time action in terms of real gauge fields, it is perhaps useful to expand the gauge fields in terms of sines and cosines (one can of course also use exponential modes):
If one substitutes (59) in (57) one finds that after the u integration the different "mmodes" separate, which is essentially guaranteed by scale invariance of the original action (54). The decoupling of the sine and the cosine modes is trickier and we will discuss that in the next section, but for now we turn to a more important matter, that of unitarity. For dS the above prescription goes through without any complications and after compactification we obtain a gauge invariant dS action for each separate mode which differ from each other in their "mass parameter" m. However, as we anticipated before, compactification of u which is time-like in AdS leads to problems with unitarity although we do obtain gauge invariant actions 12 . To solve this problem we invoke Wick rotation (before performing the compactification) so that u becomes imaginary:
The Wick rotation has two implications in the subsequent compactification procedure. First, since the gauge fields are now periodic in u ′ , in terms of u the mode expansion becomesφ
This explains for example, why we needed to use the modes e mu instead of e imu for AdS to derive the field equations (41)-(43). Second, since r = e u = e iu ′ , integration of u ′ from 0 to 2π is a contour integral in r around 0 in the complex r-plane. It is then easy to check that for both dS and AdS we have (writing everything in terms of r to avoid confusion)φ
where C m (r) and S m (r) are the harmonic modes which satisfy the orthogonality condition dr r C m (r)C n (r) ∼ δ mn ; dr r S m (r)S n (r) ∼ ηδ mn ; dr r C m (r)S n (r) = 0; (63) where for AdS the r-integral is a contour integral while for dS it is the usual line integral. We have omitted the precise normalizations because as noted before the 12 Such actions have appeared in the literature.
overall coefficients in front of the reduced mode actions are unimportant. For later convenience we note
Bosonic Actions: We start with the flat space-time bosonic action that one obtains through OSp(1, 1|2) formalism 13 [9] using BRST techniques. In this method one first adds 4 extra coordinates, two bosonic (one space like and one time-like) and two fermionic, to the D+1 flat space-time coordinates. Then one performs a light-cone reduction which eliminates the two light-cone coordinates (from the D+3 bosonic dimensions) so that we are still left with a D+1 dimensional bosonic space (which is now treated as the space-time manifold) and two fermionic dimensions. The gauge fields are a representation of this (D + 1|2) dimensional space-time. In this formalism the action reads after covariantization
and is invariant under the gauge transformation:
where δ s0 picks up the singlet piece with respect to S αβ , where α, β are the fermionic indices. This is a first-order formalism whereφ, Λ α are treated as states in the Hilbert space which is a representation for the spin operators SĀB,Ā = (A, α). Now we already have the expression for∇ 2 (30) and putting ω = 0 we havê
where we have to replace
Substituting (69) in (68) we havê
After integration we have
One could also begin with the action in IGL(1) formalism [17] . 
Thus we have (changing the second quantized operators to first)
Again substituting (19) in (72) we get
After performing the integral we obtain
Thus the reduced action for a single mode is then given by
The original gauge transformations look like
α . Comparing the coefficients of the harmonic modes we obtain
As is clear from the form of the dS/AdS action and the gauge transformations, the decoupling of the "sine" and "cosine" mode is not obvious and we do not yet have a proof that a diagonalization is possible in the most general case of arbitrary spin representations. However, since we know that there exists actions for dS/AdS in terms of a single real field it will be highly unnatural if the "complex action" that we have obtained does not contain it. We believe that an underlying symmetry principle will make this decoupling possible, just as CP (product of complex conjugation and parity) enables this decoupling in the ordinary dimensional reduction. One can in general define the reality condition on fields by
where A is usually an anti-unitary operator. In ordinary field theory A is just the complex conjugation operator C. However, in the ordinary linear dimensional reduction we have to use A = CP , where P is the parity operator, to obtain actions in terms of real fields. For Wick rotated field theory a similar reality condition, known as Osterwalder-Schrader reality condition, is used [20] , where A = T . The analogue of parity for radial reduction is inversion (u → −u ⇔ r → 1 r ) which was successfully used (i.e. A = CU, U being the inversion operator) to define reality conditions for conformal fields [19] . Unfortunately, we cannot use inversion since generically we are dealing with non-conformal theories which are not invariant under it. However, in the simple examples that we will study in the next section we will see the decoupling explicitly.
Fermionic Actions: Reduction of the fermionic action is slightly trickier than its bosonic counterparts essentially because of funny hermiticity properties of the gamma matrices. Like the bosonic counterparts the fermionic fields (φ I ) carry a representation of the spin operators (SĀB). Moreover their index structure can be decomposed I → (i, α) where the spinorial indices (α) also carry a representation of the gamma matrices 14 [18] . To start we have the D+1 dimensional flat space-time action given byŜ
andφ contains a product of gamma matrices in the time-like directions:
The gamma matrices satisfy the anti-commutation relations [18] 
where t is the number of time dimensions in the manifold. Since we add an extra time dimension for AdS but an extra space dimension for dS, the anti-commutation relation looks like
The gauge transformations are given by (67), same as for the bosons. It is relatively easy to obtain the dimensionally reduced action applying the usual techniques:
Note thatφ still contains an extra factor of √ 2γ r for AdS. The gauge transformation looks exactly the same as for the bosons (76).
SIMPLE EXAMPLES
We have in the earlier section obtained both bosonic and fermionic actions in dS/AdS space-time in terms of gauge fields which are representations of SO(D, 1|2) or SO(D− 1, 2|2), and in case of fermions, also that of gamma matrices. The action (71),(74),(75) and (82) contains the spin operators (matrices) and one works out the action for the special cases substituting the explicit spin matrices. However, often the flat space time action is known explicitly (i.e. there are no longer any spin matrices left) for a particular spin representation and in practice it is often easier to just 14 Generically it is also possible to decompose SĀB into a vector and a spinorial part SĀB = S vĀB + S sĀB where the vector part acts only on the i index while the spinorial part acts on the α index.
dimensionally reduce this flat space-time action to obtain the dS/AdS action. For the simple examples that we choose we will adopt this strategy.
S=0, The Scalar Multiplet:
The flat space-time action is given bŷ
Using (19) we obtain
Extracting a single mode we find the dS/AdS action for a real field φ jm :
where j runs over 1 and 2 15 and we have defined
Dimensional reduction of the scalar (multiplet) proved trivial which was expected; since scalars do not possess any gauge invariance just a covariantization of the flat action should give us the dS/AdS action. Notice the cosmological contribution to the mass term differs by a sign for dS and AdS, a well-known fact.
S=1, The Vector Multiplet:
Using (19) we can obtain the action in terms of "Weyl transformed" fields:
We can concentrate on a single m value as they decouple in an obvious manner. We have, dropping the subscript m,
where we have defined
Let us further define new fields A ′ by
ThenF
We can now perform the r integral to obtain the mode action:
where we have used
Thus finally we obtain the dS/AdS action as
dx eL 1 ;
We now look at the gauge invariance. The original gauge transformations are given by
which translates to δφ a = ∇Λ; δφ r = (−d + 1 + ∂ ⋆ )Λ Harmonic expansion then give us the dS/AdS gauge transformations which in matrix notation looks like:
Our results coincide with the known results for the vector multiplet on dS/AdS. The vector multiplet thus generically consists of a massive vector and a massless scalar. However, observe that for the special value of M 1 = 0 the vector and the scalar dissociate and thus even though the "mass term" of the vector is non-zero, this special case is referred to as the massless vector multiplet. It should perhaps be mentioned that for the vector multiplet we have only one such "critical value" for the mass parameter. However, for higher multiplets there is also a phenomenon of "partial masslessness" [11] which occurs at other critical values of the mass parameter, as we shall see in the next example of spin 2. Note that we can see the decouplings, both between the "sine" and the "cosine" modes in the generic case and between the scalar and the vector in the massless limit, at the level of gauge transformations themselves. This is convenient because gauge transformations are easy to study and, for example, issues like whether it is always possible to decouple the highest spin field from the rest of the multiplet even in the massless limit for any arbitrary representation [11] can be addressed.
S=2, The Graviton: For the graviton we satisfy ourselves by looking only at the gauge transformations. As we will discover it provides us with a significant insight into the multiplet. The flat D+1 dimensional action is given bŷ
which is invariant under the gauge transformations
In terms of the "Weyl transformed" fields we have
As usual harmonic expansions give us the gauge transformations for the harmonic modes, which in matrix notation look like
It is now easy to diagonalize the system. We define
In terms of the prime fields the system decouples:
with
This is a familiar form for the gauge transformations of the spin two multiplet in dS/AdS background (see for example [6] ). We can immediately make several observations. First, we observe that the sine and the cosine modes decouple as we conjectured. Second, we can obtain the critical values for the masslessness/partial masslessness conditions. From the gauge transformations (102) it is clear that at M 2 = 0 the multiplet dissociates into two sets, the graviton with gauge parameter Λ a and the vector multiplet with gauge parameter Λ. This obviously corresponds to the massless limit. We also find a second critical point for dS at M 1 = 0 and M 2 2 = (2d − 1) when the scalar decouples from the graviton and the vector. The residual graviton multiplet is invariant under both Λ a and Λ gauge transformations. From (102) it is also clear that for certain range of values the theory will become non-unitary [6, 11] . For example, in dS if M 2 2 < (2d − 1) = D − 2, then unitarity is violated.
To summarise we have shown that the sine and cosine modes decouple in the graviton multiplet, so that using our prescription one can obtain the AdS/dS action for the graviton multiplet. Further just analysing the gauge transformations provides us with insight with regards to issues like unitarity, masslessness/partial masslessness etc. S = 1/2, The Matter Multiplet: As we mentioned before, the issue of fermions is a little tricky specifically in AdS. This is because inφ we have an extra gamma matrix corresponding to the extra time-like direction but we obtain the correct action once we realize that the extra gamma matrix γ r plays the role of "γ 5 " or the chirality operator. We start with the flat space-time action given bŷ
A standard way to deal with fermions [18] is to dissociate the spin operator into the tensor and the spinorial part:
where (−1) t is also −η. For spin half the tensor spin vanishes and thus we have after some playing around with the gamma matriceŝ
From this point on we have to deal with the AdS and dS separately. For dS, the gamma matrices satisfy
whereȧ = 1...D − 1. Now expanding the action in the harmonic modes and keeping only the terms for a single m we have
Since γ r is anti-hermitian we identify iγ r as the chirality operator. We can now choose
We could also have chosen the opposite configuration, these two sets clearly decouple in the action. With (111) we obtain
where we have introduced
One immediately recognises the Dirac Lagrangian. For AdS, the gamma matrices satisfy
where as beforeȧ = 1...D − 1. Now expanding the action in the harmonic modes and keeping only the terms for a single m we have
We should remember however that the "bar" contains an extra factor of γ r and hence converting them to normal "bar" we obtain
Note that γ r is still anti-hermitian (114) and we identify iγ r as the chirality operator. We choose γ r φ 1 = iφ 1 and γ r φ 2 = −iφ 2
As in dS we could also have chosen the opposite configuration. We obtain
Finally we should remember that the gamma matrices γ a correspond to the D+1 dimensional flat space-time (with two time-like directions) and hence have the "wrong" sign in their anti-commutation relations and satisfy the opposite hermiticity properties as compared to the conventions we prescribed (79), (81) and (108) for D dimensional AdS which obviously has only one time-like direction. If we define
we obtain the "right" gamma matrices and the Lagrangian is then given by
Again we recognise the Dirac Lagrangian.
GENERALIZATIONS
So far we have been discussing radial dimensional reduction of free theories. However, the success of the method is tempting for us to try and generalise this procedure to interacting theories.
Interactions: To relate the radial reduction to the usual Kaluza-Klein reduction it is convenient to work in terms of the Weyl transformed fields (19) and introduce the coordinate u = ln(r) as we did for the flat case, with u ǫ(−∞, ∞) as r ǫ[0, ∞). Kaluza-Klein reduction now amounts to making the u coordinate periodic:
The various fields can now be expressed as a harmonic expansion in the u coordinate. For example for a general matter field we havẽ
which in terms of the r coordinate implies
The radial dimensional reduction that we discussed in the earlier section clearly corresponds to choosing a particular harmonic (m = n U ). It is clear that just as we required that the D+1 dimensional flat space-time free theories to be scale invariant (we only considered massless theories) for the dimensional reduction to work, we will now need the interacting theories to be scale invariant for the same reasons. Further, since we are now dealing with an interacting theory, we have to use a U(1) symmetry generator [21] , say G, to select the eigenmodes corresponding to the different fields of the interacting theory, which will combine to form the D dimensional multiplet. In the conventional dimensional reduction scheme this is acheived by modifying the eigenvalue equation P D = m that was used for free theories to P D = mG. For the radial reduction it works almost the same way, except that we have to replace P by ∆ just as we did for free threories (1) .
This ensures that the "mass phases" coming from the eigenfunctions of the different fields cancel in each of the terms in the action, provided G is a symmetry of the original action.
Actions in Curved Space-Time: Another interesting generalization would be to consider gravitational theories where instead of performing radial reduction of D+1 dimensional flat space time to D dimensional dS/AdS, we perform radial reduction of a general D+1 dimensional manifold to another D dimensional manifold. We are indeed talking about supergravity theories (SUGRA). SUGRA is also an interacting theory and hence we will need it to be invariant under a U(1) symmetry for the reasons we discussed in the earlier subsection. For SUGRA as a first step we can apply local Weyl transformation to put the vielbein in the following form:
The fields (matter) also scale under Weyl transformations:
We choose
We can now apply a Kaluza-Klein compactification scheme with the following ansatz for the inverse vielbein matrix.
It is clear that after we perform the Weyl transformation the Kaluza-Klein compactification (121) and (122) proceeds analogously to the usual compactification scheme. Since supergravity theories are scale invariant (the global scale transformation is just a coordinate transformation), we certainly can perform the Weyl transformation (123) and (124) followed by Kaluza-Klein compactification (121),(122) and (125) and thus obtain a D dimensional SUGRA from a D+1 dimensional SUGRA, assuming that the original SUGRA possess a U(1) symmetry.
However, one can ask that since we are dealing with a theory of gravity, does it make sense to differentiate between "radial" and say "flat" coordinates. Can we hope to get a theory fundamentally different from what we obtain through usual dimensional reduction? Admittedly the answer to this question is not clear but we should not forget that the flat vacuum solution to the D+1 dimensional SUGRA corresponds to dS/AdS in the reduced D dimensional SUGRA when we perform this radial reduction, where as in the ordinary reduction a flat vacuum solution maps to a flat vacuum in the reduced theory. So maybe we are looking at a new dimensional reduction procedure after all. We plan to study these issues in detail in the future.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this paper we have successfully obtained first the field equations (for field strengths) and then the action for the most general spin representations in dS/AdS of arbitrary space-time dimension. The success relied essentially on two key ingredients. First, the geometric picture of viewing dS/AdS as a "sphere" in one higher dimensional flat space-time of appropriate signature. This introduced the concept of "radial dimensional reduction", which differs from ordinary dimensional reduction by the fact that we end up with the "sphere" instead of a flat manifold. Second, was the ingredient of scale invariance which the flat space-time field equations and actions possessed. This helped us to get the algebra of the symmetry generators and field equations right and in case of actions guaranteed the decoupling of the different "m modes". This approach not only gives us the general results but also provides us with a general algorithm to link between the flat and dS/AdS space-time physics, which now hopefully will find many other applications.
We discussed two applications/generalizations which are almost immediately apparent. In this paper, we have dealt in detail how radial reduction works for "free theories", i.e. the action is quadratic in the fields. We can now try to apply radial dimensional reduction to obtain interacting theories on dS/AdS background from its Minkowski counterpart. Another important generalization that we considered is radial dimensional reduction of an arbitrary manifold, essentially a supergravity theory. However, only future research will be able to tell for example, whether radial reduction of supergravity in 11 dimensions give a different consistent supergravity in 10 dimensions. We explained that for both these scenarios to work there has to be a U(1) symmetry in the action which will be needed in order to preserve scale invariance (the imaginary mass parameters canceling against each other in every term in the action). This however may not be sufficient to guarantee the success of the reduction and of course one has to carefully study these theories (which we plan to do in future). One can think of other possible generalisations in the reduction scheme. For example, to apply similar techniques to obtain actions for non-maximally isometric spaces, or for that matter to reduce more than one dimension simultaneously. The problem with these are that we do not have any symmetry like scale invariance which was so crucial for the success of this reduction. Without further speculations it might just be fair to say that this algorithm that we have developed shows promise for future generalizations and applications.
With regard to the specific problem we considered, even though we succeeded in our goal of obtaining the most general action for dS/AdS some work still needs to be done to understand the dS/AdS multiplets better. Firstly, it will be nice to have a well-defined technique to obtain real multiplets from the complex multiplets for which we obtain the actions. Such a prescription exists for the usual reduction [9] , so we hope an analogue will exist for radial reduction too. Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, we should try to understand the phenomenon of masslessness or partial masslessness in this framework. A related question will be to predict which are the spin fields that one cannot dissociate from the highest spin-field in a spin multiplet even when mass is zero [11] . Fourthly, we know that the issue of unitarity is tricky in AdS and especially in dS. Previous research [11, 6] has shown that there are regions in coupling parameters (m in our case) where unitarity is violated. We do not yet know whether there is a geometric way to explain these regions. Finally it might be a good idea to obtain the various results that are already known for dS/AdS using this formalism which will also serve as a rigorous test for it.
Thus as it stands there are a lot of open questions and possibilities that this work has provided us, hopefully future research will shed light upon them.
APPENDIX: Bosonic Field Equations in AdS
We start with the field equations (33) and (34) 16 . To compute them explicitly in the given reference frame we need to evaluate the covariant derivatives given by (13) . As in section 2 we use Weyl transformations (14) . Here we have e a m = zδ a m ≡ W (z)e ′ a m
Then "prime" covariant derivatives are just the partial derivatives, the "prime" vielbein being flat. Thus the covariant derivatives are given by
Using (127) one can compute the field equations: 
It turns out that to compare with the known results we have to transform these field equation operators 17 :
After performing the rescaling the field equations look likẽ 
One can re-express A ′ and B ′ in terms of operators (pȧ, kȧ, δ) as defined in (45) and after some tedious manipulations one gets (44).
